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Iowa Ever since my husband and I visited Innerspace
(near Lyons) a few years ago, we've been dying to return
for dinner and just chill. I had been perusing Facebook
and you know, nothing grabbed my attention as much as
their trivia night. I messaged the owner to let her know
I'd be back in her area shortly and that I was a bit off my
game (pun intended) and asked if we could drink our
Red Hawk cocktails outside during trivia. What she gave
me was more than I could've asked for. The breeze was
out there and the sunset was setting in. I could hear my
husband and his friends near the pool table pouring back
their drinks, even though I was headed in the other
direction. Sitting on an Adirondack chair near the edge
of the deck, where my husband and I first met with
giggle nuggets everywhere, I was already the happiest
woman in the whole world. That was before I heard a
card game was starting inside and I felt all the
excitement again. Every year, the city holds a whiskey
festival called Western Iowa Irish Days. This year, it's
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coming up on the weekend of April 24-25, and I plan to
attend. I think I'm going to be even more excited to meet
a nice man or three. I've seen them in Innerspace. Really
cute guys whose hearts are well-touted on their Facebook
pages. ...But I've just dated a couple of those guys, and I
didn't know it. They seemed perfect, but the timing
wasn't right. I'm hoping this year that someone will grab
me the way my husband did. A few of them have caught
my eye. Even though he's months younger than me, he
can't be any cuter. He's grown up with horses on his
family's farm and he's a hunter, too. We've been
spending more time together, just the two of us, and
we've already had a few good times. Then, my husband
and I stumbled upon some people at the pool table who
spoke about all the fun they've had this year and none of
them
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